
IMPACTS AND OUTCOMES
● 62 events, presentations, and pitches logged
● 42 unique events logged
● Moved UCLA from 7th place to 2nd place during the Challenge
● Ambassador projects included: 

○ Documentary screening
○ Environmental art exhibition
○ Cool Campus Challenge points party
○ Bruin Bus Ad
○ Standalone display
○ Giveaway events, classroom pitches, and club presentations

Ambassadors took a skills assessment survey at the start of the program and 
completed the same survey at the end of the program so we could 
determine the effectiveness of the training sessions and professional 
development opportunities. Each Ambassador improved in at least 3 skills, 
with “Applying for Grants/Funding,” “Social Behavior Change,” and 
“Communications and Media” being the 3 most improved skills.

THE CARBON NEUTRALITY INITIATIVE 
AMBASSADORS PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION
The UCLA Carbon Neutrality Initiative (CNI) Ambassadors Program is a 
two-quarter long program that immerses UCLA students in the initiative. The 
program was created out of the realization that two CNI Fellows would not 
be enough manpower to tackle planning both the UC’s 2019 Cool Campus 
Challenge and spreading general awareness to the CNI.

Additional areas of our year’s work included developing multimedia projects 
that promote the CNI. 

PROJECT GOAL
Create an interactive program that engages students beyond surface-level 
knowledge of UC climate goals and provides them with tools to become 
effective leaders in climate action.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
● Secured over $7,500 from The Green Initiative Fund
● Funding used for: 1) compensation stipend 2) fully paid opportunity to 

attend CHESC
● Developed a training curriculum over 3 months
● Curriculum consisted of 5 training sessions with interactive activities, 

discussions, and active working time for projects: 

1) Orientation 
2) Overview of the Carbon Neutrality Initiative and Cool Campus 
Challenge 
3) Overview of UCLA Sustainability Goals 
4) Project Planning
5) Public Speaking Training

● 40+ applicants, 23 applicants interviewed, and 6 ambassadors selected 
from a diverse background, major, and academic standing in order to 
touch different areas of the campus community

● Training sessions held over a period of 6 weeks and project execution 
simultaneously took place

In addition to communicating CNI during various campus events and 
meetings, Ambassadors were tasked to work in pairs on a project of their 
choice. They were also responsible for promoting the Cool Campus 
Challenge to the UCLA community, a UC-wide competition and engagement 
campaign where UC students, faculty, and staff pledge to take carbon 
reducing actions and earn points for their campus

Additional Side Projects:
1. Organized a Cool Campus Challenge kick-off event
2. Designed a 20-foot banner display (see right)
3. Created a UCLA Instagram Takeover Story (see below, 22k average views)

CONCLUSION
The CNI Ambassadors Program was successful in deeply engaging UCLA 
students in climate leadership and project management. The events that 
resulted from Ambassador projects also immensely helped UCLA gain 
traction during the Cool Campus Challenge as Ambassador projects, 
presentations, and classroom pitches amplified promotion. The program 
serves as an effective model for future campus engagement efforts.

FUTURE GOALS
● A continuation of the Carbon Neutrality Initiative Ambassadors Program 

spearheaded by future Fellows
● An improved, three-quarter long program at UCLA now that the 

framework has been created
● Replication of similar program model at  other UC campuses
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